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Today over seven billion people live on our planet, Earth. With his expansion and development man destroys nature, which is a home for all animal and plant species. Protection of the environment is very important for development of mankind and survival of our planet. It is necessary that young people know how it is important to protect our environment. For that purpose it is important for young people to develop LOVE towards nature.

I think that lections from geography and things that students can learn just in school are not enough for them to understand phenomenon of nature the right way. I intend to present nature to my students aged 14, 15 through out of school activities. During summer vacation 2014 I will organize for my students summer school of diving. It will be called 'flora and fauna of Adriatic coast'. While ago, I have organized, with members of diving club 'Naiissub diving' from Nis, exhibition of under water photography at local swimming pool. My intention was to present to my students world under water surface of Adriatic sea. It was the first time that any of them went diving, this way they made first diving steps and they learned basic diving technics. This was great opportunity for them to learn new things in an unusual way. This exhibition was just introduction and presentation what they will experience this summer.

I am sure that this kind of activities can develop interest and desire, which will lead them,young people, to search outside for many other things that they learn inside the school.